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.....nifty may 12 future 

expected to expire above 

4840 levels; maybe 

around 4880/4910 

levels.....

Nifty Outlook

Support

4810/4790/4777

4840/4870/4890

Resistence

Market Strength Indicators

14 days RSI - Down by 1.46 
points at 29.55 levels 
  
14 days SchRSI - Down by 4.92 
points at 14.84 levels 
  
Stochastic -  Down by 11.04 
points at 46.97 levels 
  
TSI - Down by 1.04 points

Market Intensity 
Indicator

NFP - At discount of 21.1 from 
discount of 19.3 earlier 
  
Advance - 524  
  
Decline - 912 
      
Volatility - Unchanged at 0.12 
levels from previous

Other Indicators

FII's  Spot - Negative  
  
DII's  Spot - Positive 
  
F&O - Positive

14 days Schotestic RSI (60 minutes chart) closed at 31.50 levels & traded below its 9 period EMA for whole of the trading session but managed to 
close above it. On thursday it may try to trade above its 9 period EMA levels allowing Nifty to trade above 4810/4777 levels. 
  
For whole of the trading hours Nifty traded in a thin band of 40 points. The band was of 4810/4850 levels. For thursday Nifty likely to resist 
4840/4850 levels. Probability of short covering before May 12 future expiry is high due to which Nifty may move towards and above 4870/4910 
levels. Also, sustainability above 4850 levels will also open gate for 4950 levels.

Spot Nifty Daily Chart Analysis

Today was 30th day for Nifty in bear zone after 4th 
day in bull zone for Super Trend, over 240 minutes 
Heikin Candle.   
  
Today also Nifty sustained and closed below 4950 
levels. 
  
Nifty again closed below its 3rd speed line. Speed 
line is drawn from the high of 5629.95 (22/02/12) 
and low of  5136.10 (29/03/12).  
  
In next few 240 minute Heikin candle Nifty have 
to give close above 2nd speed line to move towards 
3rd speed line (around 5100 levels). If it continues 
closing below 3rd speed line then it wll increses 
probability to slide towards 1st speed line (around 
4500 levels).

60 Minute Chart Analysis

240 Minute Chart Analysis

20 days SMA - 5020.37  
  
50 days SMA - 5175.05  
  
200 days SMA - 5076.35 
  
Bollinger Band - Around Lower 
Band

Note on Nifty Intraday Price,OI & Volume (23/05/2012)

On wednessday fall in Nifty (0.51 %) was registered with fall in Nifty May 12 futures open position (0.34 %) and fall in Nifty spot intraday volume 
(8.07 %).   
Nifty fall with fall in OI and volume suggesting that the market is making its bottom and the higher probability is that the price will rise at some 
point forward. 
Current fall of 0.51 % in Nifty was due to long liquidation in Nifty May 12 series. 
For thursday, 4840 levels will give an immediate resistance to Nifty. With short covering in May 12 future will only give expiry around or above 
4900 levels, else expiry expected above 4800 levels. 

Moving Average Indicator

Spot Nifty closed at 4835.65 down 0.51 % after 
ranging trading session with fall in volume which 
was below its 20 period SMA. It made a high of 
4853.75 and low of 4803.95 levels in intraday. 
Nifty closed below its 20 period, below its 50 
periods and even below its 200 periods SMA. 
SHORT TERM TREND WILL REMAIN 
BEARISH AS NIFTY CLOSED BELOW ITS 200 
DAYS SMA ON MONDAY (07/05/2012). . 
Momentum oscillator is indicating that Nifty is 
trading in its over sold zone on intraday chart. 
May 12 future expiry expected above 4840 
levels; may be around 4880/4910 levels. 
Above 4900 levels Nifty will find resistance 
at 4910/4934/4950 levels. Below 4900 levels, 
4840/4777 will act as short term support 
zone for Nifty in days to come.
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Daily Calls Monitor

Buy Nifty May 12 future @ 4810 (spot) strict sl 4777 tgt 4840/4855 
Buy Heromotoco @ 1810/1816 sl 1789 tgt 1844/1859 
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14 days Schotestic RSI (60 minutes chart) closed at 31.50 levels & traded below its 9 period EMA for whole of the trading session but managed to close above it. On thursday it may try to trade above its 9 period EMA levels allowing Nifty to trade above 4810/4777 levels.
 
For whole of the trading hours Nifty traded in a thin band of 40 points. The band was of 4810/4850 levels. For thursday Nifty likely to resist 4840/4850 levels. Probability of short covering before May 12 future expiry is high due to which Nifty may move towards and above 4870/4910 levels. Also, sustainability above 4850 levels will also open gate for 4950 levels.
Spot Nifty Daily Chart Analysis
Today was 30th day for Nifty in bear zone after 4th day in bull zone for Super Trend, over 240 minutes Heikin Candle.  
 
Today also Nifty sustained and closed below 4950 levels.
 
Nifty again closed below its 3rd speed line. Speed line is drawn from the high of 5629.95 (22/02/12) and low of  5136.10 (29/03/12). 
 
In next few 240 minute Heikin candle Nifty have to give close above 2nd speed line to move towards 3rd speed line (around 5100 levels). If it continues closing below 3rd speed line then it wll increses probability to slide towards 1st speed line (around 4500 levels).
60 Minute Chart Analysis
240 Minute Chart Analysis
20 days SMA - 5020.37                           
 
50 days SMA - 5175.05                           
 
200 days SMA - 5076.35
 
Bollinger Band - Around Lower Band
Note on Nifty Intraday Price,OI & Volume (23/05/2012)
On wednessday fall in Nifty (0.51 %) was registered with fall in Nifty May 12 futures open position (0.34 %) and fall in Nifty spot intraday volume (8.07 %).  
Nifty fall with fall in OI and volume suggesting that the market is making its bottom and the higher probability is that the price will rise at some point forward.
Current fall of 0.51 % in Nifty was due to long liquidation in Nifty May 12 series.
For thursday, 4840 levels will give an immediate resistance to Nifty. With short covering in May 12 future will only give expiry around or above 4900 levels, else expiry expected above 4800 levels. 
Moving Average Indicator
Spot Nifty closed at 4835.65 down 0.51 % after ranging trading session with fall in volume which was below its 20 period SMA. It made a high of 4853.75 and low of 4803.95 levels in intraday.
Nifty closed below its 20 period, below its 50 periods and even below its 200 periods SMA. SHORT TERM TREND WILL REMAIN BEARISH AS NIFTY CLOSED BELOW ITS 200 DAYS SMA ON MONDAY (07/05/2012). .
Momentum oscillator is indicating that Nifty is trading in its over sold zone on intraday chart.
May 12 future expiry expected above 4840 levels; may be around 4880/4910 levels. Above 4900 levels Nifty will find resistance at 4910/4934/4950 levels. Below 4900 levels, 4840/4777 will act as short term support zone for Nifty in days to come.
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Buy Heromotoco @ 1810/1816 sl 1789 tgt 1844/1859
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Buy SBI @ 1960/1967 sl 1940 tgt 1990/2005
BUy Jetairways @ 318/310 sl 304 tgt 315/319
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